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The South African Government h c s cancelled the on 
country. The fund w^hich Wltwctersrand University Students' 
h a s received considerable public support within the Union 
recommended it a s their number one project for this year . 
Coming at a time when the Malan Government is sus 
Morrison sees South Airiccm native policy as certainly not 
can see even more clearly the lugent necessity ior support! 
in that country. 
The W.S.R. campaign h a s storied, and different clubs 
for it. Donations are also solicited, and m a y be sent to the 
or to "Semper Flcreat" itself. 
ly scholarships available for negro medical students in the 
Council h a s inaugurated to finance these live lost bursaries 
a n d among students overseas. Our local W.S.R. brunch has 
pected of fascist tendencies, this impartial analysis by A, A. 
one of simple repression. But against this background we 
ng any attempts at raising the s tandards of native welfare 
and. societies are already organising functions to gain funds 
secretary of W.S.R., c /o the University of Queensland Union, 
Discussion of South African affairs by non-South Africans 
is commonly resented by thinkers of all classes within the 
Union, on the ground that circurcGtances there are so complex 
that only a South African could have the requisite knowledge 
of the situation to attempt a n y explanation. However, no coun-
try can withdraw itself from all the currents of criticism in the 
outside world, so, at the risk of meeting such a criticism, this 
aclicle attempts to explain the general background of South 
African ideas which have produced the doctrine of apartheid. 
crity, with the white man protect-
ing his black inferior. Conceptions 
of the White Man's Bui-den and of 
trusteesliip developed, b u t no 
clearly defined policy for the future 
was ever laid down. 
South Africa, apart from the 
mines, is essentially a poor coun-
try, and the supply of labour lias 
always been important. Migration 
of Europeans was never more than 
a trifkle, even v/hen it was flowing 
freely into the U.S.A., and to a 
lesser extent, into Canada and Aus-
tralia. The discovery of the mines 
put a heavy strain on the labour 
pool and workers had to be brought 
X^IRST comes the composition' of 
•*• the population. We shall neg-
lect for present purposes the "eol-
QUied" population of some :; n-iil-
lion and the J? million Indians, and 
concentrate on the relation between 
the 2.\ million European and the 8 
million black populations, provid-
ing the only example of a highly 
developed community where the 
black so outnumbers the white. Let 
jt also be understood that both are 
invaders, the Europeans coming by 
sea, and the Bantu slowly pressing 
soutliward, both invasions going on 
at the same time. Under Bantu 
pressure, the tribal structures of 
the Bushmen and Hottentots were 
steadily disintegrating when the 
early Dutcli sett'ers arrived, so that 
a proud European race met f.rst 
. tribesmen at a comparatively low ^.^.^^ <:teadily 
stage of evolutipn, living under i j ^ ^hg" problem of adminiEtralion of I I'^tt'h. 
primitive conditions. Slavery was; n j^^ ed population has grown in- ' ^ ° '"^ 
that he had been much impressed 
by the improvement in the condi-
tion of the African. But, while 
some lip service was paid to the 
principles of trusteeship, Hertaog 
and Smuts were both Boers, and 
hence hesitated to develop trustee-
ship towards its declared end, the 
handing over of power to tlic Afri-
can, thus swamping the white 
population. Hence no definite aim 
for tlie future was yet laid down, 
and race feeling was deveUjping, 
especially in the dtics. (In 1949, 
extensive race riots took place in 
Durban, fomented, an investigating 
commission declared, by Euro-
peans). 
Hence Malan led his Nationalist 
Party into the 1948 election with 
apartheid as its most important 
plank. Here it must be emphasised 
that any criticism based solely on 
the repressive side of the legisla-
tion cannot be of much assistance 
—as Macmillan declares, it does 
positive disservice to those it would 
iiclp and misses and conceals the 
truth. Some criticism, such as 
By A. A. MORRISON. M.A. 
Senior Lecturer in History 
University of Queensland 
into the Union from territories out- n j >. , , , t » v, 
side it. Thus the drift of the ?««^-e5.,.^ '^^ l^!°^:^ *^^^'i'^?^."''^'.^ Bantu both into the Union and j J^ ^vritingoi a basis of hate, and, compared \v 
fiWi the country into the towns ^y a distortion of fact, can only 3/IO In Nort 
had steadil  increased, and with ^" 'Id up race hatred to a higher m Nigeria. 
society into which he was beginning 
to infiltraie. i 
On the positive side, the Govern-
ment is attempting to establish a 
balance between legislative and ad-
ministrative action. More lands are 
being purchased for the natives: 
the grant for native education hag 
been maintained and even increas-
ed, though not lo the level request-
ed by the Advisory Committee; the 
costs of establishing a non-Euro-
pean medical school at Durban are 
to be met £ for Z by the Govern-
ment: legislation had been intro-
duced to overcome trade union op-
position to construction of Bantu 
houses by the Bantu themselves: 
the Government housing pro-
gramme, including Bantu housing, 
has been increased: and £6 million 
is being spent on Bantu education, 
and £10 million on other services, 
an average of £2.1 per head as 
ith 6/7 in Basutoland, 
Northern Rhodesia and 2/7 
idealists apartheid . 1 Such in brief is the ideal and 
the Boers found it much easier to|^^,j^^rp ^ynit^ y^^^y^ i.ave never com 
adopt the principle and 
menial work to the 
As Bantu pressure steadily m 
•creased, the evolution of tribes such! Refov 
as the Zulu and Matabele under i more conservative section, the Dop 
m transfer all; jetely estabUshed themselves, havej "Itimatc ami~whicl. may take 50 ' ';^ ^ - ^^^ j , .^,, 
Hottentots. ,'^,^,\,,, problem more acute. . ] ; ^ ^ ^ ' Z l ^ ^ t Af^c?b- '" . 'U- ' '"^ to'di.scus.s the.se hero 
Yet another factor is the D^^cn, of a Bjack and Wlute^^^ ^, ^^ ^^ ^^  obstacles w 
formed Church. especially_ its.^^%J^'^,I^\L^'± f/^i'lf'; however, be out of place. _ 
features of that solution are open 
ulBcient 
e. Men-
lOuld not, 
with the African ijeing able to en-
such as took place in Natal, and to!nod they have always been strong!.. , ^nnriiPri tn 
the contempt for black races which 1 antagonistic to any sgest ioi . 0 g ^ - ^ L " m U 7 d v n??d AMcan 
had developed for over a centiuy f equality of blactc and >vlute. It >9 who beein tn dream of+hp 
was now added a fear of destruc- worth mentioning that Dr. Malan S " K I ? / W ' . n r . ? ^ l l ° . f . ? " ' ' L V n ' 
tion, which further emphasised the i was a pastor of this church, 
desire of the Boers to keep the!Through most of the nineteenth 
black man in a subordinate posi 
tion. The farther inland the Boers' 
penetrated, the greater was the 
need for the maintenance of sup-
eriority. Written into the constitu-
tions of all Boer States was the 
uncompromising statement: "Be-
tween black and white there can 
be no equality in Church or State." 
The arrival of the British intro-
duced another factor. In the early 
years of British occupation some 
attempt was made, under jnission-
a^y Inauence, reinforced by the fear 
•of added expense in government, to 
treat the black races on a planp of 
•equality, bub events associated with 
the penetration of the Inland led to 
the adoption of a policy of protec-
tion for the natives, sometimes by 
•the extension of full sovereignty, 
BOijietimes by the ostabllshraent of 
protectorates. The underlying fon-
4Deption was again one of superl-
centuiy, it was in communion with 
the Scottish citurch but, after the 
activities of Rhodes, the Jameson 
Raid and the Second Boer war this 
link was broken, and a new associ-
ation developed with the German 
church. To what extent this allow-
ed the infiltration of Nazi doctrines 
I do not know, but organisation 
techniques at some Nationalist 
Party conventions in South Africa 
have shown a strong resemblance to 
those of Nazi rallies in Germany. 
Further German influence seeped 
in through South-West Africa. 
Some sections within the Union 
have done much to improve the 
condition of the Africans, and the 
United Party led by Hertzog and 
Smuts, introduced some social ser-
vices and began an attempt to pur-
chase more land for the reserves, 
W, M, Macmillan recently declared 
("African Affairs", October, 1950), 
establishment of Bantustan, With 
this in mind we must consider ilio 
legislative actions to date as merely 
the first instSiment of the plan, 
and, necessarily, the part which will 
cause the deepest feeling, because 
its declared aim is the forcible re-
moval of the African from a white 
Unfortunately, the admimstrative 
machinery appears to bo insuffici-
ently developed. The Boev States 
were always pastoral communities, 
with only a skeleton administrative 
service. The development of the 
mines placed a very severe strain 
on the oi^ganisation, and the pro-
gress of industrialisation, especially 
under the impact of World War II 
brought the strain almost to break-
ing point. When this machine is 
now to be entrusted with a project 
of such extent as apartheid, it is 
(Continued on Page 4) 
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IA* ISIicleod 
"Brisbane's Best Bookstore" 
107 Elizabeth Street 
BRISBANE 
JUST ARRIVED 
Carslaw and Jaeger—Opera-
tional Methods in Applied 
Mathematics 37/6 
Jenkins and White — Funda-
mentals of Optics 75/-
Hagedoom — Animal Breed-
ing 25/6 
.Mills—Statistical Methods 67/6 
Two Reviews of French 
Without Tears 
Why -two? Well, I would normally have selected only one, that by "Hocus Pocus", On the ether hand, "Grishkin's"' 
reviev/ definitely presents a minority opinion, and in snappy, unconventional fashion. Also, since that modest maiden has-
been almost crucified by the general public ior her assault on "Vicious Circle" in the last issue, it was felt that this further-
attempt would help the reader reconsider or affirm any former conclusions cs to her reviewing abilities. For she claims 
confusion in the popular adverse judgment of her reviewing, between' artistic, as opposed to personal criticism. Whether her" 
attempts at the former really do overflow into the sphere of the latter you have now further opportunity to judge. Also, 
whether her attention from the play before her has been (as it is claimed) diverted by her attemots at a sweepingly over-
bearing slickness of phrase. 
Sans Larmes — Mais Oui! 
• 
No, not once during the.U.Q.D.S. presentation of "French 
Without Tears" did I feel constrained to shed any bitter tears 
of boredom or rage. I do not say the presentation was perfect, 
but it was ct least entertaining, and it showed no glaring de-
iiciencies in any of its aspects. I rather think that this was due 
partly to the choice of play, partly to the choice of producer. 
""^RENCH WITHOUT TEARS" is not a young voice. D»2spite this, 
liowever, his performance was a 
good one, and Mr. Barber, anotiiev 
newcomer of this year to U.Q.D.S., 
should prove a decided asset. 
The smaller, roles of Kenneth and 
Marianne were capably filled by 
Norva! Smith and Jean Birrell. 
The set deserves a mention. It 
was not elaborate, but it waj? at-
tractive and appropriate, and gave 
the appearance of having been 
properly finished. All too often the 
sets of, not only our own dramatic 
society, but other Brisbane amateur 
theatres as well, are untidy and in-
adequate, detracting from, not add-
ing to, the play. 
If U.Q.D.S. can keep all its pro-
ductions up to the level of "French 
Without Tears", it sliould succeed 
in gaining a reputation rather more 
enviable than the one it possesses* 
at present. 
—Hocus Pocus. 
•*• not a difficult play, it is 
straight comedy and demands more 
fckill from the producer than the 
actors themselves, and since the 
producer obviously possessed the 
required skill, the play was a suc-
cess. Mrs. Scott deserves the 
highest praise. 
Every ounce of himioui' in the 
play was allowed to give its fuil 
effect, and the pace set was quick 
enough lo prevent any dragging. 
To return to the choice of piay. 
Judging from prci'ious presentations 
it seems that the Univer.sity Dra-
matic Society lias more aptitude 
for comedy than for either tragedy 
or serious drama, aftd while it is 
obvious tliat no Little Theatre 
group can survive if it presents its 
audiences with an unadulterated 
diet of light comedies, yet a more 
noticeable recognition of the value 
of 'comedy would probably win for 
the U.Q.D.S. a wider measure of 
approval than is now shown towards 
it. 
Of tiie cast, the two who claim 
first attention are Mcingot and his 
daughter Jaqueline. It seems 
hardly fair to shower praise upon 
Monsieur Denat for his excellent 
acting in tlie role of Maingot, when 
the part must have come almost 
naturally to him, but he does de-
serve commendation for his version 
of tlie Highland Fling. It was suf-
ficiently unlike any other Highland 
Fling ever performed, to win in-
stant recognition and approval 
from the audience. 
With Miss Parfitt it is otherwise. 
I feel she should be dubbed the 
"Dramatic Find of 1951", for with 
little previous stage experience, she 
played the difficult role of Jacque-
line excellently. HRV French accent 
was perfect, and she did not allow 
preoccupation witli her speech to 
pre '^ent her -from presenting in its 
entirety the character of Jacque-
line Maingot, and providing at the 
same time an admirable foil for 
Miss Robinson, who portrayed the 
siren Diana. 
In appearance, Miss Robinson 
was the true Diana, and on the 
whole, her pei'formance was satis-
factory, but hev movements were 
not always satisfactory—they were 
not quite smooth enough. She in-
dulged at times, in a little too 
much head-tossing and shrugging 
even for the siren Diana; in fact, 
I'm not sure that a sii'en is in the 
habit of shrugging at all. 
Geoffrey Price was well cast as 
Alan, but both Brian and Kit were 
somewhat disappointing. Cliff Asp-
!and is obviously a gentleman, 
Brian is a rake, and although Mr. 
Aspland made valiant efforts to 
sink his own character in that of 
Brian, he was not always success-
ful. Dan Hogg gave the appearance 
of being the least confident mem-
ber of the cast, but on the whole, 
his performance was passable, and 
his appearance in Greek costume 
was such that any of his other 
shortcomings could readily be for-
given. 
As Commander Rogers, Bernard 
Barber was at a slight disadvantage 
because of his youth. Make-up can 
rsttnouflatre n vnnner aDDearanRf> hut 
Without What!? 
One eminent' sage remarked that all F.W.T. requires ot' 
the actors is that they recite their lines so that they-can be 
heard in the cheap seats. The play, being one of supposedly 
witty dialogue and farcied situations and dress, can stand on 
its own feet, and does not need the support of an intense inter-
pretation as say, "Vicious Circle" does. The thought in F.W.T. 
being only of meniscus depth, is not designed to send a gale 
through our intellectual rut, for it is neither an exegesis of a 
particular, shall we say, philosophical idea, nor is it a serious-
comment on life. 
I T is just a straightforward farce which requires nothing more of 
the audience than that they should 
laugh at every drop of a handker-
chief. This they did, which, I sup-
pose, indicates that the perform-
ance was a success—almost. 
Tlie production itself was obvi-
ously very good, and, more obvi-
ously, the work of a veteran. The 
set was the best we have seen for 
many years, and the lack of stage 
tricks was refreshing. The indivi-
dual performances—Well, we shall 
see. 
One of the most striking and 
pleasing performances of the even-
ing came from Miss Parfitt. She 
had a verve controlled and develop-
IF WINTER C O M E S . . . . 
Not one of the plays entered for competition in the Group 
Play Festival, last Wednesday at St. Lucict. was original, or up 
to High School standard. 
THIRST of all the students have 
-'• not enough experience in writ-
ing of any kind to enable them to 
make full use of the twenty minutes 
allotted to them—consequently the 
plots were weak and the dialogue 
still worse. 
The plays were arranged to give 
the student of English literature 
an idea of the difficulties faced by 
producers, actors and playwrights in 
producing a play. Rather it showed 
t'nem what fools people can make 
of themselves when they attempt it 
with little theatrical and still less, 
practical knowledge of the theatre 
of today. 
If the English Department expect 
a play that is worthy of Intelligent 
adults rather than of immature 
school children, let them study 
modern literature in first year 
rather tirnn spend their time digging 
into antiquities tryhig to discover its 
origin, which is all very interesting, 
but of little immediate value, as was 
admirably demonstrated last Wed-
nesday. Examine 'what you now 
possess, before you see how you have 
come by it. 
The students should be congratu-
lated on their valiant attempts at 
performing something that they 
would probably preferred to have 
left undone, On the whole, it was 
not the actors who were at fault, but 
Vhe plays. 
"The Summoning of Every Stu-
dent" was the best play, because the 
students were more familiar with 
the morality play "Everyman," on 
which it was modelled, than they 
were with anything comparatively 
modern, and tlierefore could make 
a better attempt at it. 
Selwyn Spearrltt, as "Every Stu-
dent," played his part extremely 
well, and was adjudged the best 
actor. 
The absurdity of the Group Play 
Festival was evident when t'he play 
"And Grandmother Makes 50"— 
selected by Miss Diane cilento, as 
the most effective—was presented as 
curtain-raiser to "French Without 
Tears." 
An audience who comes to sec 
"French Witliout Tears" expects 
something better than the prattling 
of theatrically inclined adolescents. 
The play was written in the worstt 
Hollywood style. 
The "Summoning of Every Stu-
dent", would have been the best play 
to be presented with "French Witlv 
out Tears." Although it holds amuse-
ment particularly for students, most 
people in any audience nowadays 
have been to school and sat for ex-
aminations and would therefore ap-
preciate it. Perhaps Miss Diane 
Cilento never found exams a night-
mare and therefore considered it too 
topical for general consumption. 
The other three plays In the com-
petition were just plain boring. 
"Dawnlight" was a vain attempt at 
drama, but the best that can be said 
for it Is that It provoked a lau f^h. 
"Whynot" was like the characters 
In It—simple, silly, and tedious. 
"The Thhig" was com. 
"Number, please," was the play 
written by Mr. Flint to entertain 
the audtence, while Miss Diane 
Cilento decided on the winning play 
—why on earth she needed time is 
not known! 
Mr. Flint obviously was in his 
element as he jumped round the 
stage with Anne Hamilton hot in 
his pursuit savagely brandishing an 
umbrella eager for immediate re-
venge, Rae Geary played her part as 
a typist extremely well and was the 
best actress of the night. 
It is hoped that the English De-
•nartrnfint totll tatra f h o M-m- ^•^.i 
cd as the action imrolled that was-
a delight to watch. »Never did she 
try to overshadow other players,, 
but she did not need centre' stage 
to be the focus of attention. 
Miss Robinson's role was a peach. 
She was in character all the tlme^ 
looked gorgeous on stage and would 
have been impeccable had she ex-
Iiibited more sham naivete. 
Mr. Price has a good voice, but 
his style of delivery is more disin-
terested and preoccupied than en-
thusiastic. He did at times seem 
like a piece of statuary. You rather 
expected that at any moment a troupe 
of virgins in classic garb would en-
ter from the wings, ceremoniously" 
undress him, stand him on the 
table, and hail Praxiteles. 
The gentlemen of the R,N. would, 
have been considerably embarrassed 
by Mr. Barber's interpretation of a 
naval commander, but he did show" 
a greater propensity for comedy 
than for tragedy (cf. J a m e s 
Stewart). 
Mr, Hogg's fantastic attire was 
his greatest asset. He comUiitted 
that ancient and unforgivable sin 
of mumbling, and he, of all, need-
ed psychosexual treatment most. 
In their moody and breezy roles,. 
Mr. Smith and Mr. Aspland, re-
spectively, were quite good. Miss 
Birrell's maid was most amusing, as 
she seemed to want to rush off 
stage all the time and scream of ex-
citement. • 
Mr. Denat's professor was, of 
course, the best character piece of 
the evening. He clinched every 
scene with that exquisite traditional 
notion of French academic insanity 
we all expect. 
But on the whole, the action 
dragged considerably. In a play 
such as this where only an unin-
teresting sex lure keeps the play to-
gether, the pace must be hot be-
tween one laugh and the next, and 
if you had read the play before, 
well, there just weren't any laughs 
except in the eccentricities of the. 
performers. They' did well to hav& 
Miss Skoien's short farce before the 
first act, because it really did acti-
vate the laughing ligaments of the 
audience. However, I do not alto-
gether agree with a certain city 
critic who said that the plays 
should have been interc'hanged. 
—GrishWn. 
MED;IBALL 
CLOUDLAND 
, 23rd. JULY 
(Not July 4 as 
previously advertised) 
Allan Kerr 
Young Folk; Old Folk, Everybody Come! 
to the 'Varsity Revue, and you'll have lots of fun; 
Forget those study worries and reserve yourself a seat, 
and brother, when you do that, you'll reserve yourself a treat. 
Revue. Nat. has composed a brand 
spanking-new batch of rhythmic 
numbers that will send you home 
singing. 
rhumba champion, and holds 
medals for dancing. Pat has a fine 
Yes, yes , yes , Jubilee Revue IS 1951's best show. It's got 
beautiful ballet girls, bright new tunes, snappy comedy. You 
can ' t c-fford to miss it. Why? Well, lust take a look at some of 
the items you're going to have served up to you—a full course 
feast of enjoyment, all for the inconsiderable sum of five bob. 
T»UT wait! First o.' all you want 
-*^ to know how to get your tickets 
—because, of course, you're not go-
ing to JUBILEE REVUE by yourself, 
are you? No, bring your girl, your 
parents, your grandmotlier (she 
-won't need a deaf aid—the -Rialto's" 
.acoustics are perfect). Well, for the 
names of our ticket sellers see the 
right-hand corner of this page. 
We're advising you to get in early— 
this show is going to be sold out. 
All the nobs will be there, so come 
and rub siioulders with tne aristo-
•cracy. 
Now, tlie programme. Mainstay 
thereof is, of course: 
•f Nathan Kipner, whose songs you 
appreciated so much in last year's 
son 0.^  Nelson Anderson, former star 
of Glasgow's leading music-hall, the 
"Atlienaeum." and ha-s himself sung 
with Glasgow's top-notch bands. 
But it would be giving you tlio 
wrong inii)re.ssion if we implied that 
vou're going along merely to see star 
acts. JUBILEE REVUE is top-
grade throughout. There are no 
weak patches, no dull moments. It's 
a s'now everyone will enjoy—that's 
wily we want you to bring youi' peo-
Twenty-six individunl acts in a 
bright, smooth, fast-moving show! 
But we haven't any more time to 
let out details of the acts. Come 
along, buy a programme, find out 
the. piercsant way. 
We can't, tbough, resist this 
c'nance of opening our mouths to 
.say that the , 
••• Quartet is back again, with new 
saucy songs about 'Varsity life. Let 
tliese four mellow fellows brush up 
John Antlers, 
N, Kipner Bert Cornelius 
* Bert Cornelius—remember him 
last year as The Royal Soak, Super-
stu Troppo, the Tightrope Walker, 
the drunk whom the compere 
couldn't shake off? Experienced in 
radio work, Bert also wrote most 
of last year's scripts and he's on 
the job again this year, determined 
to keep you roaring with laughter 
iit-his versatile comedy. With 'Aim 
will be the shapely: 
* Bettv James, "busty Lane" in 
last year's "Superstu." She looks 
•good, she acts good, she's a smart 
comedienne. Teamed with Bett 'n 
Bert, and also In solo acts is 
* Petra Skoieu, whose bubbling 
•personality will prove one of the 
most infectious sources of fun in 
JUBILEE REVUE. Petra really en-
joys pulling over her comic songs 
and hev dance routines. Wait till you 
see and hear her in "Manuello," one 
ct the numbers In our big, bright 
"'Fiesta" scene, 
* John Anders and Patricia Lee, 
<3clightfully co-ordinated dance duo 
are, with SWrlcy McCorkindale, 
-loaHtncr rinnnei's lu the Revue. John 
Pat Lee 
record of versatility and achieve-
ment. Starred in shows in Brisbane, 
Ipswich and Toowoomba; she holds 
certificates for dancing and ballet; 
is an excellent violinist. Was in-
vited to study under Madame Boro-
vansky. 
* Shirley McCorkindale,. known 
for her" character roles with 
U.Q.D.S.. has studied ballet over-
seas with Rutl) French. Holds the 
Solo Seal; won the Senior Operatic 
(ballet^ championship in 1943; is 
featured in dance and vocals. 
'•• O'Connor and James are witli 
us again. If you haven't already seen 
them, you've missed something. Why 
miss {jut again? Of couv.ie, if you 
liave seen this cl?ver conibinatiou 
you'll want to see them again — in 
a new, original act. "Midge" O'Con-
nor and ins follow acrobat, James, 
have starred in variety shows all 
over Queensland, and during long 
vac, did an eight weeks' season in 
.':''J^.i-f4'-'^-, 
Shirley McCorkindale 
Sydney's night clubs, including the 
classy Roosevelt. 
" Brilliant piano-accordianist and 
ex-Amateur Hour, performer John 
Cooley, who toured Queensland with 
an accordlan band in 1949. Has 
appeared at the "Royal" and had 
plenty of experience of broadcast-
ing. 
* John Anderson, Scotch ballad 
John Coolcy 
jJie .ilong—let them see for them-
.selves the best that the Uni. cai; do. 
They won't be disappointed. 
We hate to be mercenaiy, you 
know; (in fact, we wouldn't be if 
you weren't), but we're giving away 
prizes this year. Paying you to see 
the show! ! ! Will magnanimity 
never cease? Yes, you buys your 
ticket, you gets your seat (a com-
lovtable .one, with an excellent view 
of the stage, no matter what part 
of the theatre), and enjoy the s'now 
with tlie pleasant feeling that you 
may win a prize worth a cofferfull 
of shekels. 
Tliere's a few other things we 
must tell you. The orchestra—it's the 
best in Brisbane—the cream of the 
dance band and radio boys. The 
stage lig'hting-under the capable 
and imaginative control of Phil 
Upton, Refreshments of the most 
excellent will be available at mod-
ei"ale charges, 
JUBILEE REVUE brings you song 
and dance numbers, novelty acts. 
your curriculum for you. Let the 
Can-Can girls render you egg-eyed 
with desire. Let the sketches reduce 
you to seismic hilarity (liniment 
available .for aching sides). 
And now, a more sober, and. we 
think, a more important piece of 
sales talk. Tlie Uni. is running tins 
show to help people who need help. 
We're "going to give the profits to 
the Spastic children's League and 
Shaftesbury Homes. We're not try-
ing to write sloppy sob stories or 
glow with conscious virtue. We're 
just telling you that tlae kids wlio 
are cared for by these organisations 
need your a.ssistance. i t wouldn't 
hvu-t you to give them five shillings, 
would it? 
Remember, JUBILEE REVUE is 
on the 25th, 26th, 27th and 2ath of 
this month (Mon.-Thurs.), at the 
"Rlalto" Theatre. West End. That's 
only five minutes from .,town by 
tram. JUBILEE KEVUE IS 1951's 
BEST SHOW. Grab all the people 
vou know, hustle off and book your 
AN ELIOTAN CHARIVARI 
{An oasortment of hogwash and doggerel by w a y oi tribute to the perennial bard as epitomised by T. S. Eliot). 
T. S. ELIOT — MAN OR MOUSE? 
A great deal has been said about T. S. Eliot. In fact, his ovm work pales into insigni-
ficance (in quantity at least) beside the screeds that have been wrritten about him. And scores 
of literary nonentities have achieved a certaan ephemeral reputation by poring over encyclo-
pedias and thesauri, tracing Mr. Eliot's more obscure references, and adding one or two of their 
ov/n ideas to the vast storehouse unearthed by the forensic zeal of previous nonentities. 
TJOWEVER, this brief snarl Is not 
• " to be directed against critics. 
The possibilities of liquidating all 
but about half a dozen of them or 
setting them to some useful task 
such as road-mending or (for those 
witli a literary bent), bill-sticking 
are too remote to be seriou.s]y enter-
tained. Anyway one feels that 
literatvire's hangers-on and fellow-
travellers have as much right to 
earn a living as any messenger-boy 
or bookmaker's clerk. 
But to return to Eliot. I don't in-
tend to make a critical evaluation of 
his poetry-surely everything that 
couid be said has been said—, or to 
consider hife prose work at all. No, 
my purpose is merely to voice a mild 
protest against the contemporary 
adulation of Eliot's poetry and to 
draw a few pessimistic conclusions 
from it. 
Now first consider Eliot's achieve-
ments as a poet:— 
O He is without question the 
finest technician among twcnlielh 
century poets. Even apart from 
any consideration of whether tUc 
bulk of his poetry is beautiful or 
ugly, inspiring or devitalising, this 
can hardly be denied. 
• His doctrine of the 'objective 
correlative' and its first outstand-
inffly successful application in 
'The Waste Land' have been partly 
responsible for the almost com-
plete reversal of the previous 
trends In English poetry. 
O 'The Dry Salvages* is probably 
as good .as any poem of comparable 
APARTHEID 
(Continued from Page 1) 
obvious that trouble will ensue. It 
has in fact done so, as the flies of 
newspapers and periodicals will 
bear witness. But Macmillan again 
makes the point that the picture 
he would draw is not the conven-
tional one of deliberate repression, 
but ono of muddle-headed adminis-
tration. 
IMoreovev, by no means all the 
backing comes from idealists. Many 
of the votes for the Nationalist 
Party come from the hard-bitten 
Boer farmers of the veldt lands, 
who look back- with some longing to 
the days of abundant labour. To 
t h e m apartheid appears as a 
scheme to supply them with menial 
labour and to remove from them 
the responsibility of looking after 
the other Afrifeans. It is worth re-
membering that the rural vote 
supplies more members of the 
Union legislature than does the 
town vote. 
IMoreover, t h e mines require 
much labour of an unskilled type 
and this labour must be domiciled 
close to the mines. Thus it is im-
portant to the mine owners that 
an abundant supply of labour must 
be retained in conjunction with 
the white society, and only recently 
a fervent admirer of apartheid. Dr. 
Eiselin, was forced to declare thai 
the Bantu worker must have his 
aptitude recognised, that employers 
should recognise and progressively 
reward continuous and efficient ser-
vice, and that building schemes 
should start with control of squat-
ters' camps and provision of re-
creational facilities. This would 
appear to be a departure from the 
strict conceptions previously advo-
cated by Eiselin, and to show some 
realisation of the enormous diffi-
culty of separating the two nations, 
black and white, 
(Puri;her material Is available in 
the works of W. M. Macmillan for 
the general background: articles in 
Round Table, June 1949: African 
Affairs. January 1950: World Today, 
July 1950: Nineteenth Century, Oc-
tober 1950 r and progress reports in 
the Quarterly Notes in African Af-
fairs and Round Table). 
lcn,5th in English, if we consider 
it purely as poetry. 
My quarrel, then, is not specific-
ally with the manner of Eliot's 
poetry. Charges of obscurity or even 
of excessive deliberateness can 
hardly be justified except by tne 
reader's own laziness or muddle-
headedness. But one timid question 
that might be asked is why Ellot 
had to pick out one of the least at-
tractive habits .of the Elizabethan 
dramatists, that of playing about 
with a word and tossing it about 
from one connotation to another 
like a kitten frisking with a cotton-
reel. Following the tradition of his 
gem from one of Desdemona's most 
passionate speeches:— . 
T cannot say "whore": 
It doth abhor me now I speak the 
word,' 
and this exquisite masterpiece of 
pedantry from 'Love's Labour's 
Lost';— 
'Light seeking light doth light of 
light beguile,' 
Eliot must say:— 
'A Chinese jar still 
Moves perpetually in its stillness,' 
and 
'The stained time-ridden faces 
Distracted from distraction by dis-
traction.' 
In neither ease is the offence 
quite as heinous as Shakespeare's, 
but it certainly does distract atten-
tion from the subject-matter. Time 
and again in 'Four Quartets' the 
habit of refusing to let a word go 
unnecessarily confuses the mean-
ing: at its best it is an unjustified 
stylistic device, at its worst sheer 
pedantry. 
However,, the major criticisms of 
Eliot's poetry are: (I) That it lacks 
emotional vitality, and (2) that its 
philosophical basis is too narrow. 
With regara lo the first criticism 
there is not much to be said. It is 
perhaps more a matter of tem-
perament than anyt'hing else, i, per-
sonally, doubt whether poetry can 
exist solely on the intellectual level 
—and to me the emotion in Eliot's 
poetry is usually so highly intcl-
lectualised as to make its emotional 
quality secondary to its intellectual 
quality: it will also be noted that In 
the most moving parts of EUot's 
poetry the emotion is almost always 
negative—he lacks that positive en-
thusiasm or gusto which would seem 
to be inseparable from great litera-
ture, and which 'has its roots in the 
'grosser' personal relationships. 
Eliot does claim somewhere that 
poetry can exist without emotion 
but not without feeling: but he 
doesn't say what he considers to 
be the distinction between the 
two. Applying the claim to his 
own poetry I would guess that 
Eliot's 'feeling' (i.e., sensation), 
and my 'negative (i.e,, enervat-
ing) emotion' are one and the 
same thir;?, at least in so far as 
both are basically decadent. Like-
wise his statement that 'the emo-
tion of (poetry) is impersonal' and 
'has its life in the poem and not 
in the history of the poet' Is cer-
tainly contradicted by 'Four Quar-
tets' which conforms to no such 
austerely classical precepts, but 
which is subjective and personal 
largely by virtue of the fact that 
the emotion is (predominantly) 
negative. 
With regara to Tne second criti-
cism, it seems to me that Eliot's 
strivings toward 'the inner freedom 
from the practical desire, the re-
lease from action and suffering' 
have a far more sinister signifi-
cance than is generally admitted 
Eliot has found his personal salva-
tion In a rather mystical version o*' 
Anglo-Ca^^hol'dsm; but conven-
tional religious mysticism is gfiner. 
ally a symptom of a sharply re-
stricted personality, whereas the 
ideal (for a poet) I consider to be 
tlie development, as far as pos-
sible, of the total personality. Here 
I call to my aid Hubert Read:— 
'Character, in s'hort, is an imper-
sonal ideal whicii the individual se-
lects and to which he sacrifices all 
other claims, especially those of the 
sentiments or emotions. It follows 
that character must be placed in 
opposition to personality, which is 
the general common-denominator of 
our sentiments and emotions. That 
is . . . . tlie opposition I wis'n to em-
phasise ... -1 •''... all poetry, in whicli 
I include all lyrical impulses what-
soever, is the product of the per-
sonality, and therefore inhibited in 
a character,' 
Eliot's outlook seems to me to be 
not only negative (in rejecting 
.social responsibility), but selfish (in 
appropriating to a personal and 
T. S. ELIOT 
Eliot As Seen by Eliot 
How unpleasant to meet Mr. Eliot! 
With his features of clerical cut, 
And his brow so grim 
And his mouth so prim 
And his conversation, so nicely 
Restricted to What Precisely 
And If and Perhaps and But. 
How unpleasant to meet Mr. Eliot! 
With a bobtail cur 
In a coat of fur 
And a poiiDentine cat 
And a wopsical hat; 
How unpleasant to meet Mr. Eliot! 
(V^Tiether his mouth be open or 
shut). 
supra-human ideal the spoils of his 
genius, which should rig'htfuUy be 
distributed among the hungry sheep 
whose moral vagaries are so well 
portrayed in "I'he Waste Land* and 
less vividly in the plays). His atti-
tude represents a reaction against 
materialism, but proposes no alter-
native that could conceivably be 
within the rearsh of the normal 
Philistine. 
It can hardly be dented that a 
philosophy which repudiates to a 
considerable extent the social and 
. sensual elehients in the human 
personality is founded on too nar-
row a basis. 'I cannot praise a 
fugitive and cloistered intellect' 
that wastes its powers In grapp-
ling with metaphysical insipidities. 
In Eliot one looks in vain for the 
defiant assurance of a Blake. ('I 
must Create a System, or be en-
slaved by another Man's; I will 
not Reason and Compare: my 
business Is to Create.') And de-
spite Eliot's belief In the efllcacy 
of a long and tormenting mystical 
purgation, faith is surely some-
thing grander than the casting-
Conversation Piece 
A. 'T. S. Eliot?' 
B. 'Yeah— T. S. Eliot.' 
A. 'Who's he?' 
B. 'He's a modern writer—poet^ 
critic, amateur theologian, etc. 
He's the 20th century literary 
dictator, the successor to Dr,. 
Johnson, the master-mind, the 
glamour-poet that all the long-
haired boys swoon over; bla'h, 
blah, blah 
A. 'Never heard of him.' 
B. 'Oil, you must be an English 
student?' 
A. 'That's right. I'm doing Eng-
lish Literature H, How did you 
guess?' 
B. 'Weil . . . . er .' jB de-
cided at this stage that discre-
tion was the better part of 
valour.—Editor.] 
-t 'ir- ^ 
Biographical Sketch 
T. S. Eliot was born at St. Louis, 
U.S.A.. in 1888. 
Educated: Harvard. (1905-9), the 
Sorbonne, Paris (1910), Oxford,. 
Germany, and Harvard (19H-
15). 
1915 Settled in England. Worked in 
turn as school teacher, bank 
clerk, and editor and publisher, 
1927 Announced to the world that 
he was a classicist in literature, 
a royalist in politics, and an 
Anglo-Catholic in religion. Be-
came an English citizen and a 
director of Paber and Faber. 
1948 Awarded Order of Merit and 
Nobel prize for Literature. In 
addition has numerous honor-
ary doctorates and lectureships. 
Admits that crossword puz::Ies are 
his hobby, but has never deemed 
it advisable to estimate what 
effect this has 'iiad on his poetry. 
agreement with what w-is origin-
ally perceived by emotional In-
luiticii, (Or have I misinterpreted 
'Ash Wednesday' and 'The Hollow 
Men'?) 
The adulation of Eliot's poetz*y 
would seem to indicate that, for all 
its seeming vitality, the literary 
world (or at least a large part of 
it), is in retreat; and as an emin-
ent contributor to 'Semper' said last-
term the clarion-call should be 'Re-
form, not Retreat.' Eliot, with his 
'head in a mystical Elysium in-
habited by Eliotan hair-splitters,, 
bishops, and saints, and smiled upon-
by a benign Eliotan deity, may be 
moved by— 
'The notion of some inllnitely gentle, 
Infinitely suffering thing.' 
But until such time as his head 
learns to co-operate with his heart 
on a less exalted, and, I might say, 
a less Eliotan place, honest people 
will go on feeling that perhaps the 
'fhing' referred to is a mouse, and. 
that the mouse is Mr. Eliot himself. 
MftSSEYS! 
— for every 
^ sporting need! 
- :, Queenstland's Lead-
i n g Sports Depot 
where you'll find the 
products of Austra-
lia's foremost manu-
facturers. Call and 
choose from Massey's 
r a n g e s of Tennis 
Racquets, a n d use 
their prompt efficient 
Bestring and Repah-
Service. See them for 
your Golf equipment) 
too — leading makes 
of Sttc^cs, Balls, etc., 
always In stock. 
A.B.C. Concerto & Vocal Concert 
The programme opened with a 
spirited performance of the Over-
ture—"Prince Igor" by Borodin-
conducted by Parnsworth Hall, who 
then welcomed the first "victim," 
Mr, Reg. Klngsford, w'no playei the 
First Movement of the Beethoven 
Concerto No, 3 in C, Minor. 
The piano part in this Concerto 
should attain stature and sweep in 
its fir.st measures, and although Mr, 
Klngsford attained a certain degree 
of "sweep" in his scale passages, I 
felt that the "stature" was missing, 
However, in his Cadenza (Liszt), h's 
playing was satisfyingly brilliant. 
Mr. Keith Mann, bass baritone, 
has a line voice, but needs more 
production training and attention 
to pitch. He had the requisite 
strength, but lacked the clarity and 
control to m^ke the best use of it. 
He chose "Arm, Arm Ye Brave" 
from Handel's "Judas Maccabaeus." 
Tliird on the programme was 
Gary Downs, the winner of the In-
Last Saturday evening. I was present at what Frederic 
Rogers, music critic, feelingly described as a "musical Inquisi-
tion"—the Annual Vocal and Concerto Concert m the City Hall. 
strumcntal Section, He gave a 
stylish performance of C e s a r 
Franck's "Symphonic Variations," 
and his confidence and assured 
musicianship gave one a feeling of 
ease, not provided by other com-
petitors during t'he evening. 
.Following interval, Miss Judith 
Mycock, soprano, the winner of the 
Vocal Section, sang "With Verdure 
Clad," from Haydn's Oratorio "The 
Creation," Her voice, though well 
modulated, is not strong, and did 
not fill the City Hall, 
The third and last instrumental-
ist, Miss Joan Walton, played Men-
delssolin's G Minor Concerto. Per-
haps It was the strain of playing 
with the orcliestra Which caused the 
pianist's devastating rush during the 
First Movement. Happily for all, 
she .seemed to find herself more In 
the Second and Third Movements, 
and revealed finger dexterity and a 
degree of poetic talent. -
The third vocalist, Mr. Patrick 
Sexton, teuor, presented the famous 
aria "La Donna E Mobile" from 
Verdi's opera "Rigoletto," The zest 
required of this work was missing, 
and Mr, Sexton did nob impress on 
his audience in a spirited way that 
"woman is fickle." 
Orc'hestral items provided were 
"La Calinda," a song from Delius' 
opera "Koanga." and the lively Far. 
andole from "L'Arlesienne" Suite bv 
Bizet. 
Many bouquets to Mr. Farnsworth. 
Hall and the Orchestra led by Cecil 
Berry, for their magnificent support 
in all performances, and now a 
brick-bat to a couple of the male 
competitors—why must they walk 
SECOND CELEBRITY CONCERT 
BOWLES "KIM 
on to the stage as though they were 
ashamed of being there? 
At the conclusion of the Concert 
Mr. Lauri Kennedy announced t'he 
winners after he had deliberated 
with his colleagues, Dr. A. E. Floyd 
and Mr. Farnsworth Hall. 
"B. SHARP." 
Irish conductor, Michael Bowles, started off on a good pil'ch 
when he conducted the Queensland Symphony Orchestra at 
the second Subscription Concert last Saturday and Monday. 
"DOWLES* conducting style is aus-
•*-* tere but easy; a somewhat wel-
come change after the first concert 
of I he season. 
Hi.? quiet, dignified approach 
brought from tlie orchestra an ad-
mirable perfonniince of the Con-
certo Grosso No. 9 by Handel. The 
ever-all good general effect w^s 
spoiled, however, by the inclusion ot 
a piano in place of the unpro-
nouncable period instrument re-
quired by the score. 
Instead of the light delicate 
effect required, the piano had more 
the sonorous and vibrant tones of 
an organ, with the result that the 
work would probably have been 
better with the total omission of 
the piano. 
In view of the frequency of late, 
with which the piano has been sub-
stituted for other instruments of 
older vintage, it miglrt be worth-
while for the A.B.C. to invest in a 
harpsichord, of which instrument 
there are, I believe, a fair num-
ber available in Australia. 
Beryl Kiniber, on a tour of the 
Commonwealth after a successful 
period of training overseas, was 
soloist in the performance of the 
Beethoven Violin Concerto. 
Her performance was, unfortu-
nately, overshadowed in the minds 
iOf many of her audience by the 
'memory of the brilliant rendition 
of this work by Ginetto Neveu at 
her last appearance in Brisbane 
shortly before her tragic death. 
Miss Kimber's performance, how-
ever, did not compare unfavourably 
with that of this great artist. 
Technically, her playing was strik-
ingly good, but on the whole, the 
performance of the gi'eat- romantic 
concerto was lacking in depth of 
character owing,' possibly, to the 
immaturity of the artist, as well as 
over-concentration on technique. 
We were pleased by Beryl Kim-
ber's obvious enthusiasm and vig-
om* which, unfortunately, did not 
sepin to be shared by the orchestra 
whose playing began promisingly, 
but quickly became flabby and de-
teriorated into stodginess. On the 
whole they lacked the "bite" which 
is necessary to give this work life. 
The orchestra conduded with a 
quite adequate and well-played per-
formance of the Tschaikowsky 
Fourth. 
The playing was as good as ex-
pected, the only thing was that we 
w-ero surprised the orchestra didn't 
play from memory! This old war-
horse is a good conductors' show-
piece, but that is no reason why it 
should recur with monotonous re-
gularity in our concert programmes 
(in company with Tschaikowsky's 
other over-played opera) to tlie ox-
clusiou of other and better rarely-
performed symphonies, both classi-
cal and modern, 
Tiiis state of affairs wili continue 
unless our Concert Department 
takes a firm stand with a keen eye 
on old programmes. 
The same remarks apply to the 
Beethoven Concerto. Miss Kunbc-r 
makes the thirtj .soloist to play the 
concerto in recent memory (the 
others being Ncveu and Szyrnon 
Goldberg). However excellent the 
work may be, it is good both for 
the orchestra and the audience to 
have an occasional change of diet. 
Visiting violinists are few and fax 
between, so we should make the 
mo.?t of them. 
Programmed for the next sub-
scription concert with the famous 
South American violinist. Ricardo 
Odnoposoff, is the not over-inspired 
Glazounov Concerto, which has also 
been previously performed in Bris-
bane. 
However, we should be thankful 
for small mercies; also programmed 
for the next concerto (to be con-
ucted by our too-rarely seen Farns-
worth Hall, who is displaced by so-
called "celebrity" conductors) is the 
Fourth Symphony of Brahms for 
the second performance of which 
we are truly grateful. 
—B Flat Minor. 
THREE GOOD 
REASONS WHY 
(a) W.S.R. Exists 
(b) You Should Support 
It 
1.—Helping people in dillicuU cir-
cumstances : 
The people helped by stu-
dent relief are people in need 
and in difficulty. Also, they are 
students, a s we a re students; 
except that for them the essen-
tials of study, even of living 
are lacking. 
The opporcunlty of adequate 
study, and often of any study at all, 
is possible for them only with the 
help of Student Relief. Student Re-
lief is as necessary now as it ever 
was. 
3. International thinking; 
Student Relief through its work 
can and does "foster right round the 
world among students who liave 
none of the other incentives to in-
ternational thinking, some concept 
of the unity of ail students and of 
their interdependence and of. the 
value of their contribution." 
Student Relief links ail students 
right round the v;orld. 
.3. Building a new world : 
The work set out in the relief 
programme (scattered round the 
place for you to read), is actually a 
real part of building a new world. 
Tills new world is what we have 
nov.', or it is not at all. Let us hold 
ideals for the life o! the world, but 
not in vacuo, and not meanwhile 
ignoring a practical v.'ay of express-
ing them in the here and now. 
W,S.R. deserves your support. 
W.S.R. needs your support. 
Watch next "Semper" for ways 
and means of your helping. 
Why There Was No 
'Semper* Last Week 
There should have been. But the University Revue 
Company, who had requested a -whole front page for the 
issue of the first week o£ term were even unable to supply 
it for the second week. Or, when it came, in sufficient 
quantity to fill a front page. 
We found ourselves holding an empty bag. But be-
ing unable to fill it, we did our best to get the one in the 
following week out as soon as possible. So here we are. 
"Semper" comes out at such spasmodic intervals as 
to cause confusion. The normal practice is that we like 
copy in by the v\^ eek-end, or if possible sooner, in order to 
. get it out as soon as possible the following week, which 
normally means Wednesday, ^ but there have been quite a 
few Monday, and two Wednesday holidays this year. Last 
week's catastrophe has already been related. 
Next week's issue will be that of Wednesday, June 27. 
" S C A G V E T " -
(Annual Dance of the Faculties of 
As. Sc, Vet. Sc. and Pure Sc.) 
RIVERSIDE BALLROOM, NEW 
FARM 
FRIDAY, 22nd JDNE, at 8 p.m. 
Double Tickets, 10/-
Tickets available from : 
(1) Enquirv Office, George St. 
(2) J. Beames. Vet. Sc 
(3) D. Beames, Ag. Sc. 
(4) B. Neil!, Chem. and Physiol. 
(5) D. Ti-anter, Zooi. 
(6) B. Siller. Geol, 
MATH$ 
tutorials 
/^ losing date for enrol-
V-> rnents, Friday the 22nd 
• June. After this date no 
guarantee of acceptance of 
new students. 
Godfrey Tnlibsrrd IP.A. 
FIRST CLASS HONOURS MATHS 
386 Ann Street, B 7080 and MU 3163 
CathoUc 
University 
(Dear Mr. Brennan, 
F o r o b v i o u s 
reasons of space we have had to cut 
your letter drastically. We. regret 
that by so doing we have blunted 
your venomed darts somewhat. 
What we print here is really only 
some of the highlights from your 
letter.—Editor.] 
Dear Sir, 
1 tiilnk some reply, even at this 
date, Is warranted to Professor 
Hickey's latest article on the Catho-
lic University. 
In his article, Prof, Hickcy touch-
ed on many points—some of import-
ance, otliers trivial OJ" jn-elevant. 
Professor Hiclcey's challenge to 
the authenticity of the Catholic 
claim lays wide open the whole 
question of Catholicism in general. 
I can see no satisfactory reason in 
pursuing him here, for it is certain 
that people will not be influenced 
in their beliefs as to t'he validity of 
the Catholic claims by any contro-
versy on the question of a-Catholic 
University. On this branch of the 
argument, then, the issue is pre-
determined by individual religious 
conviction. 
The main. issue is this—if the 
claim of the Catholic Church (to an 
infallible guidance) be false then (to 
use your correspondent's words), 
would the Catholic University be 
merely "a sectarian University on a 
completely false basis"? 
In a University controlled liy a 
body sucii as the Catholic Church, 
a body whose doctrines and beliefs 
are widely known, whose intolerance 
Is so notable <to many), whose un-
compromising attitude is so notori-
. ous—in such a University would 
there be any danger of a student 
accepting a.s truth that which is 
mere bias? Oi course not. But in 
I'ne "liberal non-sectarian" Uni-
versity, where lecturers are at lib-
erty to put foi'^'ard any point of 
view which has taken their fancy, 
and who necessarily oftentimes, 
consciously or unconsciously pro-
pound as fact tliat which is opinion, 
bias or prc.judicc, how can the stu-
KXJ 
2M 
.c^ J) 
COMMONWEALTH 
DENTAl SUPPLY 
COY, PTy. LTD. 
City Bldgs., Edward St. 
(opp. Jlothwell's) 
LEADING SUPPLIERS OF 
DENTAL STUDENTS' 
• REQUIREMENTS 
Advice givoti on locations for 
Practice, Purchase of Practices, | 
Locums, etc. i 
Milne Browne & 
Co. Pty. Ltd. 
235 EDWARD STREET 
Over Rowc's Cafe 
Special attention to: 
DENTAL STUDENTS* 
REQUIREMENTS 
FOR ADVICE OR SERVICE ON 
UFE ASSURANCE 
- Consult 
KENNETH A. LEMON. B.A 
of the 
A.M.P. SOCIETY 
Telephones: B 6408 Box 1404R, 
B 6400, G.P.O. 
dent sort out for himself that which 
is true from that which may be 
false? 
The Professor appears to maintain 
that Scholastic Philosophy need no 
longer be taught because It has been 
discredited by philosophers of re-
cent times. Then why teach Des-
cartes, why Hume, why Plato or 
Artistotle for that matter? 
But t'he argument of Professor 
Hickey is notable In this, that he 
would, evidently, arrogate to him-
self, were he Professor of Philoso-
phy, the power to exclude the teach, 
ing of St. Thomas' philosophy from 
the course. (And he would do so, i 
presume on grounds which he—per-
haps he alone—believes to be cor-
rect.) Are those grounds known to 
the students so that they can truly 
•assess the picture of philosophical 
progress presented to them? I know 
that in the present philosophy 
school fney do not—and we have, I 
am told, a "liberal" university, in 
a CathoUc University, on the other 
hand, if a particular philosopher 
were criticised or not dealt with, the 
student would be immediately aware 
that such criticism or omission was 
prompted by the particular bias of 
the Catholic viewpoint and could 
make allowances accordingly. 
This argument, I know, must 
stand equally in favour of any- sec-
tarian University, and i should pre-
fer to see an Anglican, or Presby-
terian or Methodist University 
teac'ning subjects at a high stand-
ard but with a known bias than our 
present Universities which are not 
only based npon a false basis, but 
on closer examination, are found to 
have no true basis. 
In our present "liberal" Univer-
sities, however, the attitude is not 
one of discovery and definition, but-
is one of scepticism reminiscent of 
Pilate's "What is Ti-uth?" Liberalism 
can find its only logical father in 
scepticism, and scepticism is by no 
means a sound basis for a Univer-
sity. 
The Catholic University will find 
itself in no such difficulty. The 
truth that it will teach will come 
either from the veritied conclusions 
of the human intellect, or from the 
direct revelation of God. 
As to direct revelation of God, far 
from this being one argument to 
"fall back on" as the Professor 
would have it. it is the prime and 
most important argument. 
-AH reality, phenomena spiritual 
and material, find their true rela-
tion only in their relationship to 
God their Maker. This is the 
pliilosophical basis on which the 
Catholic University will be founded; 
To me, and. to many another, it 
seems an eminently more satisfac-
tory basis than the sceptical, wishy-
wasiiy, "I-don't-know" basis held by 
Professor Hickey and his ilk. 
Yours, etc., 
P. G. BRENNAN. 
•NOUGH SAID . . . . 
Next week there will be a sum-
ming-up by an independent observer 
of tlie whole Catholic University 
controversy, wliich has raged for 
several weeks in Semper's columns. 
Tlie knotty question of the rela-
tion of tlie Anglican to the 
Catholic Church is without doubt a 
dead-end, and is in addition quite 
irrelevant to the subject under dis-
cussion. 
Since the subject is. or should be, 
fully thrashed out by now, we have 
no scruples in declaring the discus-
sion closed.—EDITOR. 
Praise Where Praise Is Due 
Sir, 
I really think Ann, Hamilton and 
Geoff Price ought to be strongly 
congratulated for their excellent job 
of publicising "French Without 
Tears," 
This task they suddenly took on 
without notice, after, the mysterious 
disappearance of the self-styled 
publicity ofBcer at the crucial mo-
ment. It Is certain that those Dra-
matic Society members who know 
the circumstances share my admira-
tion for what they did. 
Yours, 
VOTE-CATCHER. 
Tirtn.^ c emutom PT ^^ Tsp M n* «« > « A m r 1 
Fares Fair 
Sir, . 
I think it is time we got off the 
backs of our wise councillors. 
You are complaining about their 
getting only £19 per week. Wharfies 
get more, even though their job is 
permanent, and therefore they are 
not classified as "casual" labourers. 
I should imagine our City Fathers 
would be called 'casual" since tney 
are only part time (if for no other 
reason), and therefore are entitled 
to slightly higher wages, if i were 
only part-time and .therefore unable 
to do my job properly {like the ald-
ermen), I should expect higher 
wages as recompense for the loss of 
the satisfaction of seeing a job well 
done. 
As for students' paying high 'fares 
—why shouldn't fney pay high 
fares? Students are young and 
therefore have the alternative of 
pushing push-bikes to St. Lucia. It 
is the older people who should get 
concessions because they have no 
clioice but to endure the rigours of 
B.C.C. transport. 
I think students are just moaners. 
You do net see the aldermen com-
plaining about the rising cost of 
running Dahnlers. They do not send 
deputations to the rubber and oil 
companies—they just increase then-
salary .and it is in that action that 
I see the solution for the moaning 
students' problem, just increase your 
allowance (or whatever you live on), 
by a quid or two and you will be 
able to travel by bus and t r a m -
such a simple solution that nobody 
has seen it before (except, of course, 
our wise and just leaders). 
'The Little Man from the City Haul' 
Letter Of The 
Week 
(The Editor) 
Whoever you are—your a 
and a filthy one at 
that and you should have your 
communist paper ~— 
Why the senate has the guts to put up with the 
likes of you the public will 
never understand. 
A real contributor. 
I One wonders why "A real 
contributor" ignored the cus-
tomary courtesy of appending 
his name,to liis "contribution." 
Had he done so he might have 
escaped condemnation, quite 
natural, uiider the circum-
stances,, as an irresponsible 
and pusillanimous guttersnipe. 
Despite the opening phrase 
cf his "contribution" we take 
it that lie knows who we are; 
unfortunately we don't know 
wiio he is. It is unfortunate, 
because the C.I.B. are at pre-
sent very anxious to interview 
Mr. "Real Contributor." He 
may be Interested to know that 
he is liable, if apprehended, to 
six months' gaol ("approxi-
mately) for circulating porno-
graphic literature through the 
post, as well as to trial and im-
prisonment for defamation. 
We h9pe that in order to assist 
tiie processes of the law he will 
not persist in taking refuge in 
anonynilty.—THE EDITORS,] 
MICROSCOPES 
by 
fVatson, London 
AVAILABLE IMIMEDIATELY 
Special terms lo Students 
Watson House, 453 Ann St., 
Brisbane . . . . B1616-7, B6365 
I'ne Editor, 
Semper Ploreat. 
Dear Sir, 
A short dissertation on anachron-
isms in medical practice as exempli-
fied in certain white tribes, which 
I hope may be of interest to your 
worthy and brilliantly-conducted 
journal. 
Yours, etc., 
THE WITCH DOCTOR, 
The Pilgrini's Progress, 1951 
If you're suffering from 'flu, 
Or a toothache or two; 
Or possibly something more 
serious— 
Bronchitis 
Colitis 
Or encephalitis, 
Or if you're becoming delirious-
Then come to the Statue, 
Just let it look at you! 
V/ith expression aloof and imperious. 
If you cannot get out 
Being crippled with gout. 
Nephritis, oedema or cancer, 
Pyelitus 
Rhinitis 
Or poliomyelitis. 
Our Lady Patima's the answer. 
(But she's come a long way 
To be with you this day, 
And a shekel or two will enhance 
her.) 
If you've given up hope 
And you endlessly mope, 
A victim of mental diseases-
Psychosis 
Neurosis 
Or cerebral thrombosis, 
Then come to the priests whom it" 
pleases, 
To say that there's good 
In an idol of wood 
Merely mocking the Mother of 
Jesus. 
The Witch Doctor, 5/6/51. 
*Shlver>.lry 
"Fcols leap where angels fear to 
tread." I should fear to tread on a 
certain young Science student's 
corns, but that sentence applies ex-
ceptionally well to her leap from the 
landing stage on to where the back 
of the ferry had been half a second 
before as she was returning to a cer-
tain College over Kangaroo Point 
-way. 
It was a pity she missed, after 
such a turn of speed doWn the ramp, 
(She was odds-on to make it too!) 
She looked as though she might be 
in strife—and more important still 
her brief case was floating off on 
the tide. Enter the hero:— 
"I saw him beat the surges under 
him. 
And ride upon their backs; he trod 
the water, 
Whose enmity he flung aside, and 
breasted 
The surge most swoln that met him; 
his bold head 
'Bove the contentious waves he kept, 
and oar'd 
Himself with his good arras in lusty 
stroke " 
Of course the hero was a fresher, 
Alas for him and his valiant at-
tempt, .for the fair^  damsel was a 
fair swimmer and retreated to the 
pontoon under her own steam. Fru-
strated, the fearless fresher re-
gained the pontoon and lent a hand 
to recover tlie ferry-hopper who 
seemed somewhat refreshed by her 
evening paddle. 
However, what l have been trying 
to say is, "If we can only get the 
tram fares reduced we could travel 
by tram and avoid splashing people 
on the pontoon by untimely 'jetes 
de I'air.'" ' . 
"PERRY VUNNY." 
P.S.: The brief case was. suc-
cessfully chased and recovered by-
courtesy of the ferry-man. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
FAST EXCITING 
University Championship 
Series 
Come along. Bring Your Friends. 
EACH SATURDAY NIGHT 
From June 9th. to July 7 th 
6.30—10 p.ni. 
at 
WOOL COURT - EXHIBITION 
GROUNDS 
C. L. DART, 
Hon. Secretary, 
Future Treatment Of The Aust 
ipiRSTLY, to present that the abo-
•*- riglne is inherently Inferior to 
the white man is biological and 
philosophical nonsense. No respon-
sible scientist would maintain other-
wise. As a race, variations of ability 
between aborigines exist just as they 
do In the European races. But, gen-
erally speaking, given equal oppor-
tunities ^ of education, the ahorigine 
is as capable as you or I. 
economic basis so that no other 
culture is possible for them. Yet 
we may expect no greater affinity 
between black and white, no re-
laxation in tlie colour barriers while 
t'he black remains ignorant, dirty, 
The iccl that the Irealment of this unlorlunote race is every- and speaking only a gibberish of 
where deplored. Y^t no>Wng is done, shows fta. w e should first I ' ^ f f i n f b S e f l t s ' h e ' v h K S ; 
atlirm certain established iacls . 
me 
the type of culture In existence at 
a certain time and the manner in 
which life is directed depends en-
tirely on the economic organisation 
of tliat community. Thus If we have 
a society in which the economic or-
ganisation is crude and the mem-
bers of that society draw their sus-
tenance from hunting, we may ex-
pec^ t an entirely different culture 
from that which obtains In a highly-
developed, specialised community 
such as we live in today. Tlie man-
ner in which society produces the 
goods it consumes determines cul-
tural and legal forms. 
Before the advent of tiie white 
man. t'he aborigines were a race of 
hunters and such a mode of living 
demanded that large expanses of 
land be easily available. Within this 
Secondly, It must be realised that ? economic framework, they developed 
a .somewhat complex' culture, an 
efficient organisation of their way 
of life, a system of eugenics, of mar-
riage and morality which ensured 
their survival as a race, did their 
rock paintings and, as far as the 
inclement environment allowed, 
were moderately happy and «elf-
respecting. 
Then came the white man. His 
appropriations of t'he old hunting 
grounds cut away completely the 
economic basis on which their cul-
ture was based and replaced It with 
a new economic basis and conse-
quently another cultui-e. The native 
contributed to the establishment of 
this new economic structure in that 
he was compelled to accede to the 
acquisition of his lands by the white 
BARMAIDS FO 
THEOLOGS 
An affair with a barmaid should be introduced as a com-
pulsory part of the course for theology students a s a means of 
broadening their outlook on life. This suggestion w a s quoted 
b y one of the speakers ot the S.C.M. camp at Tallebudgera. 
has since received a pathetic little 'T'HE camp lasted from the first 
•^  Friday night until the follow-
ing Wednesday afternoon, although 
several of our numbers departed on 
Simday evening by husband other 
means. 
Almost the first announcement 
made hy our chairman, Dick Ken-
yon, was that the cook had not 
turned up, and that this state of 
affairs would continue until Wed-
nesday afternoon. Undismayed, wc 
attacked the food made for us by 
Barbara, Essie and Joan. 
The meals were nourishing, in-
teresting and unusual, Barbara 
STUDENTS note; 
DANIELL 
ART 
FLORISTS 
specialise in 
CORSAGES FOR ALL 
YOUR FUNCTIONS 
f 
' Soy It With Flowers 
S a y It With O u t s " 
DAXIELL HOTEL BUILDING | 
Cor. Adelaide & George Streets | 
. Phone: B6270 j 
Preserve the Memory of 
VARSITY DATS 
with a Portrait, 
Roy Cooper Studios 
101 Adelaide Street, Brisbane. 
note from someone suffering from 
the after-effects, but most of us 
are quite well. Indeed, their culi-
nary achievements were comm j^m-
orated in song by some very musi-
cal boys that we had amongst us. 
The meals were also enlivened by 
much banging on the tables and de-
manding of jokes from such people 
as the leaders and Albert the Theo-
log, who told us several very funny 
stories. 
Each new day was ushered in by 
Selwyn Spearrltt tramping round 
our huts and banging on a tin 
plate, and then followed a pro-
gramme of morning service, break-
fast, study circles, morning tea, 
addresses, lunch and then volley 
ball under the coercion of Geoff 
Walker, 
After tea we had folk songs and 
folk dancing. Peter Wagner took 
charge of square dancing, and such 
was his enthusiasm that he Was 
sometimes square-dancing thought-
fully round the hall. 
On other evenings were films and 
a Dorothy Sayers' play, and on the 
last night a concert was given. 
Very at home in her role as a bar-
maid was our president, Barbara, 
Some time, however, was set aside 
every evening for silence, when wei 
were able to think over all the new 
ideas we had picked up in the 
serious parts of our day, and get 
an idea of "the purpose of the camp 
as a whole. 
The only cloud on our horizon 
was David Teakle. Not only did he 
read orderly lists when asked for 
jokes, make us'wash-up and peel 
vegetablefl, but he also fined us 
threepence whenever he found us 
not wearing our name-tags. Over-
looking this little drawback, we have 
the leaders and the committee to 
thank for a very good camp. 
Pam Greea 
Christine Salvador. 
BOOKS INSTRUMENTS 
W , RAMSAY (SURGICAL) Pty. Ltd. 
276*278 WATEB STREET, VALLEY 
Telephone L 4880 
Suppliers of Textbooks to Universities Throughout 
AuatroUa 
Your requirements met from Student Days to Professional 
Days , in Books a n d Instruments 
Delivery Free trlthln the Brisbane Are» 
BEBfEUBERt Ramsay's for Coorteoiu and Effldeni Serfke 
and at the best, and only in isolated 
cases, received limited rights on a 
reservation inadequate to support 
his old hunting existence, in addi-
tion, the aborigine became an im-
portant labour force in this new 
economic set-up: the Northern Ter-
ritory during the last year pro-
duced over £8,000,000 worth of beef 
and 807, of this by black labour. ^ 
In spite of these contributions and 
although the new economic organisa-
tion had supplanted the old, the 
aborigine was allowed no place in 
the new culture. He was black and 
would receive no political rights, no 
rights to education and extremely 
limited legal rights. 
Thus we destroyed completely the 
culture of the aborigine and gave 
nothing in its place. To all those 
influences which our society seeks 
to cast out of itself, all that is Ijase 
and decadent, and to none of its re-
finements, has the aborigine be-
come prey. He has become an out-
cast, a terrible, isolated figure, and 
what is worse than all else, fast 
losing confidence in himself and be-
coming pliysically sterile; a dying, 
capitulating, not despairing race, 
having no place In our society and 
no society of their own. 
Tlic way out, then, is clear. There 
can be no return to the old; the 
aborigines' hunting grounds have 
gone for ever, their economic basis 
has changed and their eld tribal 
culture must sliift. In fact, they do 
play an important part in the maxf-
ner by which our goods are pro-
duced and they are capable of play-
ing a much more important part. 
But they must be received within 
our society and must be allowed a 
part in our culture, the economic 
basis of which we have made their 
receives from his culture—educa-
tional, legal and political. Only then 
can the aborigine become a respect-
able number of. the commupJty; 
only then will we look to find him, 
not in the slums of Stanley Street, 
but possibly in our own university. 
[Summary of a talk given under 
the auspices of the Radical Club by 
Mr, M. Norris, ex-presldent of the 
Northern Territory Branch of the 
N.A.W.U., and twice Intercedory to 
the High Court in the Fred Waters 
Case.] 
UMPTEEN NOTICES 
,S.C.M. 
WORLD FIGURE SPEAKS 
Dr. H. S M I T H L E E P E K 
American and European Church 
Leader, an Associate Secretary of 
the World Council of Churches 
on 
"DO UNIVERSITIES EDUCATE 
WIDELY AND WISELY 
ENOUGH?" 
in 
St. Lucia G.P. Hall 
on 
THURSDAY, 21st JUNE. 
at 1 p.m. 
Men's Basketball Club 
P R A C T I C E 
will be held each 
WEDNESDAY /\FTERNOON, 
p.m.—5 p.m., at. the Woo! Court, 
EXHIBITION GROUNDS 
New Players always Welcome 
ONE SCOOTER, lost at Men v. 
Women Football, 27fa April. Kid 
is howling. Please return to I. C. 
Newman. Eng. III.—PLEASE. 
FOR SALE, 1 Skull, in good condi-
tion. Ring LM4739, before 9 a.m. 
wsirm 
Keep warm . . . and be 
smart in t h i s double-
breasted Navy Blue Winter 
Overcoat. Popular belted 
Polo stylo — a most fash-
ionable type for the young 
man. 
Made of cosy, All-Wool 
Velour Cloth and featuring 
a full, bold collar and set-
in sleeves. Silk lined 
throuighout. 
PRICE £8/17/6 
— •• — 
Anotlier smartly tailored 
Top-Coat of Melton Finish 
Tweed, in subdued checks 
of Pawn. Blue and Brown 
shades. 
PRICE £12/5/-
PIKE BROTHERS LIMITED of Queen Street, 
Brisbane 
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SPORT 
REGIMENTAL RAMBLINGS 
On the first Saturday of vacation/ in the early hours of Ihe 
morning/ you may have noticed sundry militarily-dressed souls 
lumping much kit about on their backs, wlh a rifle protruding 
from the lop. Well, 140 such soxils hit Pomona—a small town 
near Gympie—at mid-day/ and settled in on their beds (plus 
mattresses and pillows, of course) in true Army style. 
•jVrEXT morning the first week of 
•^ * instruction began and it flew 
past in no time. Nothing very event-
ful happened that week except for 
the mysterious loss of some valu-
able spirits from the Sergeants 
Mess. However, the culprit was 
caught tlie following night by a 
suitably dosed bottle of "rum," He 
drank three inches of it and left the 
next day. <He was the CO.—i.e., the 
cook's offsider). 
Also the first three Jeeps were 
"pranged" not to mention one Bren 
Gun Carrier, which lasted only an 
hour or two. 
The Assault Pioneers sprang into 
prominence when they successfully 
blew a rubbish pit. They took all 
the necessary precautions but forgot 
to tell the rest of us. Came the 
mighty explosion followed by all-
sized pieces of Pomona, and many 
frightened soldiers flat on the 
ground being .showered with earth. 
Thus Pioneers gained respect. 
"A" Company went for a bivouac 
to the beautiful Noosa surfing beach 
and beach-girls, but looked in the 
wrong place it seems. Nevertheless 
they maintained their watch all of 
Thursday night, returning home 
empty-handed on Friday to Pomona. 
The 3-inch Mortar Platoon went 
down to Noosa on Friday (in their 
two carriers, "iMiss Fire" and "Miss 
Carriage") in an effort to fire away 
some of their large pile oi bombs. 
After a few bombs had gone off into 
the blue they discovered to their 
consternation that they were going 
a mile or so too far. Coolum, how-
ever, is about ten miles away and 
escaped unscathed. 
On Saturday the three Companies 
set out for Noosa. We had to fight 
all the way and so it took us two 
days to advance the 26 miles. One 
platoon found it necessary to 
manoeuvre through a banana plan-
tation from whicli tliey emerged vic-
torious. Reveille on Sunday was a 
feat which reflected an intimate 
knowledge of the process of ex-
traction of soldiers from beds. It 
consisted of a series of bursts from 
a Vickers machine gun so timed that 
it awoke you just as you were about 
to doze oil again. On Sunday we 
Ijushed on and captured the Noosa 
camp area together with the cook-
house. 
Activity characterised that 5-day 
iieid exercise at Noosa as 6-pQunder 
anti-tank guns, Vickers machine 
guns, 3-inch mortars, 2-inch mor-
tars, Bren carriers, Bren guns, plats, 
sub-machine guns, grenades and 
rifles swung into action, not to men-
tion the oversized geUgnite charges 
the Assault Pioneers delighted in 
exploding. Their gelignite "land 
mines" gave many a carrier crew a 
sudden fright. 
In the background of all this was 
the Transport Platoon v/ho did a 
•vvonderful job bouncing their trucks 
and jeeps along the rough roads 
(and places where there were no 
roads), and "pranging" jeeps with a 
remarkable consistency. Then there 
were the Signals Platoon who chose 
to lay their wire where most people 
would trip, and when they were not 
doing that they were walking about 
muttering sometiiing about "Hello 
all stations, Able Baker Charlie-
Roger—Over" several times in suc-
cession. Signallers are queer. 
Wednesday night saw the big at-
tack by a strong enemy force that 
had landed at Coolum on Tuesday. 
"A" Company weie forced to re-
treat in the cold hours of early 
Thursday morning, but counter-
attacked later in tlie morning and 
recaptured their position and came 
home for lunch. Feature of the 
night was an incident which oc-
curred in the inky blackness of 3 
a.m. One of the "enemy" mistook a 
certain captain for a log and sat on 
"it," took o.ff his boots, tipped out 
the sand, put it back on and wallced 
off in sweet oblivion of the fact that 
he was giving me something to 
write about in "Semper." The 
counter-attack was a furious battle 
(the "enemy" having gone home to 
their camp) with all the support 
weapons as well as the smaller arms 
blazing away. However, it failed to 
disturb a keen fisherman who had 
crept in during the night and was 
fishing calmly right in the line of 
fire. He, despite his courage, caught 
no fish. 
Thursday afternoon saw some 
range practice with the excess am-
munition and much cleaning of 
weapons. The 6-pounder broke the 
silence of Thursday night with 
brilliant red flashes and loud blasts 
as they had some night firing prac-
tice, while others went to a dance 
arranged for them in Tewantin, 
Operation successful! 
Friday saw us moving back to 
Pomona, being ferried across a river 
by the Pioneers along the way. Fea-
ture of this was the number of 
bogged vehicles, especially one car-
rier which executed a beautiful dive 
into three feet of water and a foot 
or so of mud. It was eventually re-
moved and is still drying out up at 
Noosa. 
Saturday saw a general clean up 
of weapons and on Sunday 140 
somewhat weary but very bright 
members of the Queensland Uni-
versity Regiment broke camp and 
headed back to civilisation. 
It was a wonderful camp with very 
many funny inci(?ents and a lot of 
hard work. I think every member 
of the Regiment will be back for 
more at the next camp which, it is 
hoped, will be at the beginning of 
the long vac. « 
"PULLED THROUGH." 
\>v^ABy^>vJl^;<ni•^tv<JUYV<*^•>«^^^ 
I TICKETS FROM: 
KING AND KING, QUEEN STREET 
and 
STATION 4BH 
Inter-university Boat Race 
ON Wednesday, 30th May, at Franklin, 35 mUes from Hobart, 
the Inter-Varsity Boat Race was 
rowed, with tho mirror-like surface 
of the Huon River reflecting cv<iry 
movement of the six straining 
crews throughout the 3-mJle course. 
in spite of tht "brass-monkey" 
weather, all crews had trained in-
tensively during the ten days before 
the race, and the result was unpre-
dictable. Given a heavy clinker boat 
to train in, Queenslanc^  was any-
Lismorons 
Stultified 
During the King's Birthday holiday week-end, thirty Univer-
sity hockey players invaded Lismore, ostensibly to play in the 
carnival on the Monday. The players travelled in various 
meons of conveyance; the early arrivals arriving first and the 
late arrivals arriving last. One happy crew even spent the 
night at a school on the way. 
WOMEN'S HOCKEY 
T\UR1NG vac. the first team con-
tinucd in its usual erratic man-
ner, while the second team was un-
able to raise the required number 
and so forfeited its three matches. 
On May 19th, Varsity, playing one 
short, held Neptunes I in the first 
half, but were finally defeated 4-2. 
Botli goals came from the stick of 
June Hopper, who was the best 
player on the field. 
On May 26th, Varsity, again 
playing short, made a very poor 
showing against a very "n'eak St. 
Andrews team, losing 2-1. 
The only bright spot In the game 
was the one goal, a clean, hard shot, 
by Janet Teys that completely beat 
former state goalie Shirley Otto. 
On June 2nd, Varsity showed a 
<ieclded improvement, convincingly' 
defeating Taxation ii, 5-2, in this 
game the combination between 
, halves and forwards was much Im-
proved, and the backs left the goalie 
comparatively little work. 
Goalie Jill Dowling did well to 
win her first penalty bully, although 
she lost a later one. Goals were 
scored by J. Hopper (3), N. Durrans 
and J. Knox. 
ON Sunday, the hardy and the foolhardy played hockey, and 
the wise, tired, and lazy lounged 
about, much to their later sorrow. 
The local girls did their best to 
make the place seem hospitable, and 
by tea-time the introductions and 
formalities had been concluded. 
home. A couple more Varsity 
songs saw the dance come to a 
natural death, and the Varsity men 
left, some to go to bed, others—? 
The following day we competed in 
the competition, both teams losing 
in the second round. More Varsity 
songs followed and finally In tho 
n„v!«« +u«. /.m,,,.,/. „^^ ii,« „„,.i« afternoon, a match against "Com-Duving the course of the early ,,,„„^„ T.icn-.nvA „.,.. «io,r„.7 vnr-
evening, twenty-five of the players 
disappeared; but we ave told the 
bincd" Lismore was played. Var-
surrounding hills rang with much 
revelry and song-making, to the 
accompaniment of "corn likker". 
The remaining five players found 
tliemselves left to the mercy of the 
female hospitality in the town and 
fouled themselves at the wolcoming 
dance. 
The arrival of the boys from "the 
faraway hills" somewhat disrupted 
the dance as "referee" Haysom led 
the band in, and gathering in the 
remaining players, led the way in 
"L'Alouette", The local yokels were 
suitably Impressed, but the players 
from the Valley Club weren't going 
to be outdone, and came forth with 
two songs of their own. The local 
constabulary were beginning to take 
a dim view of the proceedings, but 
when the Inverell women's team 
issued forth a war-cry, that was the 
last straw—everyone felt like going 
5>ity duly won by about 1—2; Dave 
Phillips being the star player in 
tveiy position, while in the first 
half, the new goalie brought off re-
peated saves in.miraculous fashion 
and not a ball got past him. 
The height of our achievement 
was gained when during the course 
of the final, our fame being so 
great, we were ASKED to "put on 
another turn". Modestly, we re-
fused. 
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Last year wc made our names as 
hockey players; this year we left 
our marks as big eaters (it is rum-
oured that the locals are now on 
rations) and as singers of songs. As 
hockey players^ we made no impres-
sion. The failure of the trip was 
McCallum, who this year seemed to 
make no headway with the women. 
Most players, however, were glad to 
leave, as being modest fellows, they 
grew tired of seeing every head 
turned in their direction as they 
passed through the streets. 
thing but contented. However, coach 
Mr. A. D. Brown had worked wond-
ers with the crew and brought it to 
a formidablS peak. 
On the day before the race a 
lighter boat was obtained, but the 
crew, unfortunately, had not suffi-
cient time to become accustomed to 
it. 
The race began from a fixed start 
with cox'ns holding on to ropes at-
tached to a cable which extended 
across the river. When the starting 
gun went, Queensland, new to this 
kind of start, was left badly as they 
floundered about when two oars 
"sicied." Immediately Melbourne cut 
across Queensland's bows, and West 
Australia, slightly ahead, closed 
right in. 
Queensland came toget'her quickly 
and immediately challenged W.A. 
That crew, however, in spite of calls 
from Queensland's cox R, Bourne to 
move over, persisted in what they 
apparently considered was their . 
water, leaving puddles for the crew 
behind to row in. At this stage 
Melbourne was out in front, Sydney 
on the west bank second, then W.A, 
and Queensland, with South Aus-
tralia and Tasmania farther back. 
Several more similar attempts to 
pass the Westerners failed in the 
same way. Finally, with a few 
hundred yards to go, stroke Brian 
Jones, rowing most impressively in 
this, his first Intervarslty tussle, 
brought the rating up for a tre-
mendous final burst. The crew was 
passing W.A, in grand style, when, 
unfortunately, the angle finish 
came too soon and they were beaten 
to third place by two feet. Sydney, 
In the meantime, had sprinted mag-
nificently to cross the line a dead-
heat with Melbourne. West Aus-
tralia was fhird by two lengths, then 
Queensland fourth by two feet. Well 
back was S.A. and farther still came 
Tasmania. The race was rowed in 
the record time of 14 mlns. 46 sees. 
The entire race provided a grand 
"feast" of rowing and the finish 
an amazing spectacle. 
A feature of the two weeks' stay 
in Tasmania was the generous hos-
pitality extended to all visiting oars-
men by the Tasmanian people. 
Before returning to Brisbane most, 
of the Queensland crew members 
found time to "sight-see" over the 
many interesting and scenlcly beau-
tiful parts of the Island. 
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